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ABSTRACT� In this paper we investigate the mathematical modelling of imperfect maintenance of
a system under competing risk� The model we propose is strongly motivated by Brown � Proschan�s
imperfect repair model� but extended to model preventive maintenance as one of several competing risks�
Parameter estimation in the model is based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation� The method is
tested using a real�life dataset from the OREDA database� and the results are compared to those of
other standard repair models�

� INTRODUCTION

In this paper we propose a model for components
which fail due to one of a series of �competing� fail�
ure mechanisms� each acting independently upon
the system� The components under consideration
are repaired upon failure� but are also preventively
maintained� The preventive maintenance 	PM
 is
performed periodically with some period � � but
PM can also be performed out of schedule due to
casual observation of an evolving failure�

The basic model is strongly motivated by the
imperfect repair 	IR
 model 	Brown and Proschan
���
� we therefore start with a review of this
model and some of its extensions� In the IR model�
a failed component is repaired to a condition as
good as new with probability p� with probability
� � p it is repaired to the situation just prior to
failure� Hence IR is a �exible� yet simple model
for a variety of repair strategies� with perfect and
minimal repair as the two extremes� This type
of models has been considered by several authors�
including 	Block� Borges� and Savits ����
 who ex�
tended the model to allow the parameter p to be
time varying� i�e� p � p	t
� and most notably for
our work� 	Whitaker and Samaniego ����
 whose
work we consider in further detail below�

Whitaker � Samaniego found non�parametric
maximum likelihood estimators in the IR � model�
On their way� they also noted that if only time

between failures are observed� the parameter p is
in general not identi�able� The problem arises if
the intensity in the failure process given the his�
tory� is constant 	i�e� when TTF is exponentially
distributed
� This fact is due to the memory�
less property of the exponential distribution� and
is hardly a surprise� To ensure identi�ability�
Whitaker � Samaniego make strong assumptions
on data availability� The �type� of repair 	minimal
or perfect
 should be known by the analyst for each
repair actions� In this case� there is a direct maxi�
mum likelihood estimate for p� and identi�ability is
ensured� In real�world applications� however� this
type of information is rarely available� and this
leads us onto another path to ensure identi�abil�
ity� We use a parametric model� as we model the
TTF by power�law intensities� This family of dis�
tributions include the exponential� thus the non�
identi�ability must also be considered by us� We
will argue that the p � parameters are identi�able
in our fully Bayesian hierarchical model�

We use the estimated values of p as indications of
the quality of the performed maintenance� These
parameters can be compared between plants and
companies as they measure maintenance quality
unchanged by the failure processes generating the
dataset� Hence� the results for one plant compared
to the others can be used to unveil maintenance
improvement potential�



In this paper we extend the IR model to in�
clude competing risks� A component is subject to
competing risks when more than one failure mech�
anism 	FM
 �compete� to make the component
fail 	see e�g� 	David and Moeschberger ����
 or
	Cooke ����

� It is common to view the preven�
tive maintenance as an additional �risk� which the
component is exposed for� and regard each PM in�
tervention as a competition where the PM�process
has �won�� We will adopt this standard in the fol�
lowing� For a component subject to n competing
risks 	e�g� a maintained component which can fail
due to n� � failure mechanisms
� the TTF for all
n risks are drawn from a multivariate distribution
fTTF�� ���� TTFn	t�� � � � � tn
� The smallest of these
will induce an event 	failure or PM
 at component
level� At each event� we record the time as well
as the �winning� risk� The times for the �loosers�
are not available� It is well known that the under�
lying process of a competing risk dataset is non�
identi�able in the sense that we only are able to
estimate the sub�survival functions for each risk�
P 	TTFi � t � TTFi � TTFj � j �� i
� The cor�
relation structure can not be estimated from data
without making model assumptions� Our simple
solution is to model the FMs as independent point
processes which are correlated with the PM pro�
cess�

The data required by the model is the intermedi�
ate failure times as well as �winning� failure mech�
anism associated with each failure� Furthermore�
the maintenance activity should be recorded� This
data is found in most reliability data banks�

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows� We
start with a description of the proposed model in
Section �� Empirical results are discussed in Sec�
tion � and we make some concluding remarks in
Section ��

� THE PROPOSED MODEL

��� Top�level model description

At the top�level� we model the system as shown
in Figure �� An unknown parameter vector � gov�
erns the time to failure of a new component T � We
start o� with a prior for � based on handbooks� ex�
ternal databases� etc� The prior is updated as �
reveals itself through the observed history� This
gives a posterior estimate �� for the unknown pa�
rameter� This estimate is again used to �nd an
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Figure �� Bayesian top�level model

optimal maintenance period � for the PM��

The value of T � the �proposed� time to failure�
is the minimum of failure times from several com�
peting failure mechanisms� The FMs are modelled
as mutually independent non�homogeneous Pois�
son processes with power�law intensity� Thus the
process of failures� i�e� the process generating T � is
a non�homogeneous Poisson processes with inten�
sity function

�Failures	tjFt�
 �
X

i�fAll FMsg
�i	tjFt�
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P	Failure in �t� t��t
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�t

is the intensity conditioned on the history of the
failure process up to time t� Ft�� see 	Andersen�
Borgan� Gill� and Keiding ����
�
If we for a while both disregard the preventive

maintenance activities and assume all corrective
maintenance to be perfect� each FMi will propose
a TTFi from a Weibull	�i� �i
 distribution� which
of course again gives
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where t measures operational time since the last
failure�

��� Preventive Maintenance

The PM process is basically periodic with some
period � � However� due to casual observation� ran�
dom 	non�scheduled
 inspection etc�� PM may also
be performed inside a maintenance period� An ex�
tremely competent maintenance crew will for in�
stance always perform PM just before a failure is

�An �over�simpli�ed� way to get a � value is e�g� to
choose � � maxtP

��
�T � t� � � for some small � � ��
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Figure �� Component with degrading performance

about to destroy the component�s ability to per�
form its intended function� Thus� the PM process
censors the failure process� and the two processes
may be highly correlated�
We assume that when the maintenance crew suc�

ceed in such an intervention� the hindered failure
will always be registered in the reliability database
as a degraded failure� The component performance
degrades gradually until it falls outside a preset
acceptable margin� As soon as the performance is
unacceptable� we say that the component fails crit�
ically� If the failure development is stopped� this
event is coded as as degraded failure in our model�
see Figure ��
	Cooke ����
 gives a number of possible ways to

model interaction between maintenance and fail�
ure development� We adopt one of these � the
random signs model� In this model� the mainte�
nance crew has a time independent probability q of
catching a critical failure� and perform unplanned
PM to stop the failure development� With proba�
bility � � q� the failure is allowed to develop�
Note that when we assume that all successful

PM interventions are coded as a �stopped failure��
q has MLE given by

�q �
�Stopped failures

�Stopped failures � �Critical failures
	�


Given that the maintenance crew arrive at site
in time to hinder the critical failure� we de�ne the
conditional density of the time to PM conditioned
on the 	unknown
 time of the critical failure T � t

as

fPM jT�t�PM�T	z
 �
�

t

�
z

t

����
� � � z � t

To see why this is reasonable� consider Figure
 below� When Nature has chosen in favour of
the crew� and has selected the time to critical fail�
ure which the crew will beat� She �rst draws u
uniformly from ��� Z	tCritical
�� where Z	t
 is the

tCriticaltDrawn
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Figure � Time to PM

accumulated intensity since last renewal at t � t��

Z	t
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where t� is the number of operating hours since
last renewal�
Then the PM time� tPM � is chosen as tPM �

Z��	u
� where Z��	�
 is the inverse function of
Z	�
� Following this procedure makes the con�
ditional PM density function proportional to the
intensity of the underlying failure process� which
seems like a coarse but somewhat reasonable de�
scription of the behaviour of a maintenance crew�
If the crew comes too late� we assume they

are always exactly � time unit behind schedule��

Then� the complete density for the PM times con�
ditioned on the time of a critical failure T � t is

fPM jT�t	z
 � q � �
t

�
z

t

����
� Ifz�tg

� 	�� q
 � �	t� �� z

	


��� Imperfect repair

So far we have assumed both preventive and cor�
rective maintenance to be perfect� This has given
us the well�known renewal reward process with re�
newals at each event� and the reward being the
�winning� risk� To this simple picture� we now
add imperfect maintenance and repair�
During maintenance the component may be re�

paired to a as good as new� or it may be left just
as it was before the event 	PM or failure
� Dur�
ing preventive maintenance� each competing risk�s
intensity �i	tjFt�
 is reset to as good as new with
probability p� Corrective maintenance is usually
more intensive than the preventive� because at fail�
ure� the crew know what to look for and follow spe�
cially designed procedures� Therefore� we can not
use the same parameter p to model both preven�

�This part of the density will never be in e�ect� and is
only included to make a proper density for the PM times�
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Figure �� Failure intensity and intensity at the FM
level� The FM intensities add together to the fail�
ure intensity� since the two sub�processes are in�
dependently distributed non�homogeneous Poisson
processes

tive and corrective maintenance� Instead� correc�
tive maintenance is modelled by using p� in the IR
model� 	� which is a positive constant shared by
all the competing failure mechanisms� indicates the
di�erence between the e�ect of PM and corrective
maintenance� A small value of 	 means that cor�
rective maintenance is far more bene�cial than the
preventive� and a value close to � judges the two
maintenance operations about equal� The mainte�
nance operation works independently on each FM�
i�e� the success of maintaining FMi properly is
independent of what happened to FMj � Further�
more� the e�ect of PM at one time t� is indepen�
dent of what has happened at every other time
t �� t��

Some failure mechanisms� e�g� �Heating due to
high friction�� may easily be remedied� while oth�
ers� e�g� �Internal corrosion� is not as easily hin�
dered during maintenance� Therefore� the values
of p may vary between the failure mechanisms� i�e��
p � p 	FM
�

A schematic view of a process is given in Figure
�� Two FMs are competing with the PM process�
and we follow the component through three PM
actions and one failure� The failure development
is not hindered at the �rst PM� hence the PM does
not have any e�ect on the component�s failure in�
tensity� At the second PM� FM� is reset but FM�

is allowed to develop into a failure� During cor�
rective maintenance the component is in this case
perfectly repaired� since all FMs are reset to as
good as new� The last PM is again ine�ective�
and makes no di�erence at the component level�

��� Complete model

The complete model is displayed as a directed

acyclic graph 	Jensen ����
 in Figure �� Due to
the IR assumption we do not have guaranteed re�
newals at each event� hence we have to use a time
evolving model to capture the dynamics in the sys�
tem� For clarity� only time slice r 	i�e� the time
between event r � � and r
 and the part of the
chain referring to one speci�c failure mechanism
m is shown� The failure mechanisms are repre�
sented by separate models 	parallel chains
� but
the FMs are coupled through their shared param�
eters 		 and q
 as well as the shared observable
information of who is winning� and at what time�
The �E�ective Time� in each time slice is the op�
erating time since last renewal at the start of the
time slice� This variable is dependent on the E�ec�
tive Time in the previous slice� together with what
happened at the last event� and the parameters p
and 	 which set up the probability of a renewal�

Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation� see e�g�
	Gilks� Richardson� and Spiegelhalter ����
� is a
relatively new technique for simulating from com�
plicated distribution 
	�
� The main idea is to �nd
a Markov chain with 
	�
 as its stationary distri�
bution� and use this chain to generate a su ciently
large sample from the target distribution� When
new samples are drawn� they are conditioned on
the previous state of the sampler� generating a
Markov chain�

Our aim is to calculate a Bayesian estimate of
the parameters� i�e� to �nd the posterior of the pa�
rameter densities after having observed the �win�
ner�� and the �winning time�� the two nodes drawn
in grey� in each time slice�

When the e�ective time is drawn during these
simulations� a candidate TTFi is found based on
the parameters � and �� Conditioned on the pro�
posed TTF� we are able to draw a PM time� which
also depends on the � and q parameters� These
two proposed values are compared to similar val�
ues drawn from the other chains� and the winner
is found� If the r�th chain does not win� it will
be censored at the winning time� The total model
gets quite complicated because we do not know
when we had the last renewal� We can� however
still write the complete model quite compactly as
a mixture distribution when we de�ne H as the set
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Figure �� The complete Bayesian model� Note that all parameters p� q� �� � and 	 are communicated
through time� but for clarity reasons this is not shown in the �gure�

of all possible renewal histories�
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where T and I are the vector of winning times and
winners respectively�
Since we have direct estimates of q in 	�
� it fol�

lows quite easily from the uniqueness theorems in
	Titterington� Smith� and Makov ����
 that the
parameters are identi�able as long as the underly�
ing process is not a homogeneous Poisson�process�
In our hierarchical Bayesian model� this is the case
a�s� Furthermore� it is easy to see that the pro�
posed simulation scheme behaves nicely in the re�
gion close to unidenti�ability� giving appropriate
results�

 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

��� The data sample

To check the performance of the probabilistic
model we propose� we use Phase IV of the
Gas Turbine dataset from the O�shore Reliabil�
ity Database OREDA 	OREDA ��� ����
� Only
the Gas Generator subsystem was included in the
study� We chose to analyse data from a single o��
shore installation only to ensure maximum homo�

geneity of the data sample� The dataset consists
of � mechanical units� which are followed over a
total of �������� operating hours� We have ��
failures in this dataset� out of which � are classi�
�ed as critical and �� as degraded� The failures are
distributed over four di�erent failure mechanisms�

The PM history for the gas turbines consists
of � PM events� The PM intervals for the dif�
ferent inventories vary between � and �� calendar
months�

��� Calculation method

The complete model as described in 	�
 reveals
that analytical calculations are not feasible if the
number of mixture components is to large� In
our dataset we typically have about � � �� events
per inventory� and the model is hence not suited
for analytical calculations� However� since the
model is just a complicated Hidden Markov Model
	confer Figure �
� both special purpose maximum�
likelihood estimator algorithms as well as Markov
Chain Monte Carlo simulation can easily be used�
The latter is employed in the sequel� A sampler
for the model was implemented in Splus and C

using the Metropolis�Hastings algorithm� a special
type of Markov chain Monte Carlo simulator� The
simulations produced ������ data points�



��� Numerical results

The generated results showed values of �p in the
range from ���� to ����� This means that the pre�
ventivemaintenance is quite e�ective� with at least
��! probability of reseting a FM� 	 is estimated
to �	 � ������ hence almost all corrective mainte�
nance actions are perfect 	 �pi

�� is above ��� for all
FMs
�
It is interesting to calculate the MTTF had

there been no maintenance 	named MTTFNaked
by 	Cooke ����

� This value shows the nature
of the underlying failure process unbiased by the
maintenance� and can be compared to the �brute
force� estimators given by

dMTTFBrute Force � �Total Operating Time�Failures

The value of dMTTFNaked for the di�erent FMs
vary from �� � ��� to ��� � ��� operating hours us�
ing our model� compared to values from ��� � ���

to ���� � ��� operating hours for the brute force
estimators� Hence the brute force estimators are
	as expected
 far too optimistic�
The standard model assuming no PM but per�

fect corrective maintenance 	i�e� 	 � �� pi � � and
�� �def �
 gives

dMTTFNaked in the range from
�� � ��� to ��� � ���� These results are a bit more
pessimistic than the �brute force� estimators as
the degraded failures also count in the �standard�
model�

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a simple� but �ex�
ible model for maintained components which are
subject to a variety of failure mechanisms� The
proposed model has the standard models of per�
fect and minimal repair as special cases� Moreover�
some of the parameters we estimate through the
model building 	namely pi� 	 and q
 can be used
to examine the su ciency of these smaller models�
Small values of q accompanied by extreme values
of all p�i 	either close to one or zero
 indicates the
the smaller models are detailed enough to capture
the main e�ects in the data�
We do only make modest demands regarding

data availability� To make the model operative�
we need the Time To Failure accompanied by the
failure mechanisms leading to the failure� Fur�
thermore� the preventive maintenance program for
the components are required� This information is
available in most modern reliability data banks�

We use a fully Bayesian approach� and utilise
this to claim identi�ability of all parameters� The
parameters are estimated through Markov Chain
Monte Carlo simulations� Only a limited number
of runs 	�� � ������
 are required if proper trans�
formations are performed�
The proposed model indirectly estimates the

naked failure rate� and these estimates are signi��
cantly di�erent from those found by �traditional�
models for the examined dataset�
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